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ABSTRACT
A jury of one’s peers is a prominent way to adjudicate disputes
and is increasingly used in participatory governance online. The
fairness of this approach rests on the assumption that juries are
consistent: that the same jury would hand down similar judgments
to similar cases. However, prior literature suggests that social infuence would instead cause early interactions to cascade into diferent
judgments for similar cases. In this paper, we report an online experiment that changes participants’ pseudonyms as they appear to
collaborators, temporarily masking a jury’s awareness that they
have deliberated together before. This technique allows us to measure consistency by reconvening the same jury on similar cases.
Counter to expectation, juries are equally consistent as individuals,
a result that is “good for democracy.” But this consistency arises in
part due to group polarization, as consensus develops by hardening
initial majority opinions. Furthermore, we fnd that aggregating
groups’ perspectives without deliberation erodes consistency.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In 2019, just two weeks apart, the United States Supreme Court
heard two cases. The frst involved a Muslim man on death row,
who requested that an imam be present in the execution chamber.
The second involved a Buddhist death row inmate, who requested
the presence of a Buddhist minister. The court ruled that the Muslim
man’s execution could proceed without the imam, but the Buddhist
man’s could not [62]. Legal outrage ensued; how could the court
provide such starkly diferent judgments on two nearly identical
cases?
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A similar sort of indignation erupts from judgment disparities
in online social computing systems, such as when Facebook chose
not to take down a U.S. Congressman’s post appearing to incite
violence against Muslims (it read, in part, “kill them all”), but to
remove a post from a Black Lives Matter activist that read, “all white
people are racist” [5]; in another case, YouTube demonetized videos
if they included the word “transgender,” but did not demonetize
them when “transgender” was removed and all other aspects of the
video remained constant [2]. Juries are gaining momentum online
as a mechanism for resolving such disputes. Multiple platforms
ofer online juries for pre-testing arguments or adjudicating small
claims [7, 42], and juries increasingly regulate anti-social behavior [26, 36]. Facebook, for its part, has adopted the jury concept
into its fve-member panels of Oversight Board members, widely
dubbed its “Supreme Court” [25]. However, as juries gain prominence online, we have no guarantees whether they will be seen as
inconstant and volatile.
The notion that analogous cases are treated unequally stirs a
sense of deep unease: it seems to violate an unspoken standard of
justice. To be just requires that similar cases have similar outcomes
— that verdicts be consistent. As Hastie et al. write in their seminal
book, “There should be little variance in verdicts for a single case,
in the hypothetical situation where the same case might be tried
repeatedly by similar juries” [31].
This issue inspires our primary research question: are jury decisions consistent? In this paper, we report an online experiment that
compared group jury decisions to a baseline of individually-made
decisions, since this is frequently the realistic alternative: rather
than being judged by a 12-person jury, a single judge could decide;
rather than using a digital jury, a moderator or community manager
could unilaterally decide.
Prior work is inconclusive on whether group decisions would
produce similar outcomes for similar cases. One theory suggests
that groups regularly align with the perceived majority opinion [6,
23, 30, 31, 44, 56, 61], predicting that groups would be consistent.
This tendency is so strong that group members align with the majority view even when it opposes their own decision [54]. However,
a second line of literature argues that group decisions may be quite
inconsistent: members of a group do not have global knowledge,
and must judge the perceived consensus based on the available
social signals [38]. These social signals can be arbitrary, as groups
tend to follow the positions of those who speak frst [58] and polarize to more extreme views [57] — giving rise to much more volatile
outcomes.
Our research question has previously been unanswerable because past studies have largely focused on in-person juries [23,
24, 31, 39, 49]. In-person juries are unable to directly measure the
consistency of a jury on two similar cases: over the course of deliberation, the jury would build a shared social context that would
infuence subsequent deliberations. Therefore, tests of consistency
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have been confned to comparing a jury’s non-deliberative predispositions to its fnal verdict [49], comparing a decision to the
“true” court result [21], or comparing one jury’s conclusion to an
entirely separate “shadow jury” [39]. A direct study of consistency
therefore requires a within-subjects experiment, in which the same
jury deliberates and decides twice.
This paper resolves this theoretical contradiction in the literature.
We contribute an experimental method that directly measures the
consistency of group judgments in online juries, comparing them
with the judgments of individual decision-makers. While this sort
of within-subjects experiment is impossible with traditional juries,
pseudonym masking can cause online juries to temporarily mask
their social context [64]. Our experiment therefore implemented a
platform that pseudonymously convenes juries online. When the
same jury meets for a second time, we change the pseudonyms
of their perceived collaborators. As a result, the same jury can
deliberate twice, without realizing that the group members have
remained unchanged. Juries in our experiment adjudicated a pair
of correlated cases from a large online community that debates
interpersonal conficts, where pairs of cases were pre-tested to have
correlated outcomes. In a within-subjects manipulation, we also
asked participants to adjudicate another pair of correlated cases
alone. We measured consistency based on the proportion of matching decisions amongst pairs in each condition. Since deliberations
are reliant on social signals that vary from interaction to interaction,
we preregistered a hypothesis that groups would be less consistent
than individuals.
Across � = 259 trials, we fnd that groups and individuals are
equally consistent, contrary to both our hypothesis and study participants’ own predictions. After deciding a case, a group gave
the same judgment for its paired case 62.92% of the time (95% CI:
0.558, 0.700); individuals working alone gave the same judgment
63.88% of the time (95% CI: 0.607, 0.670). Our results suggest that
deliberation is a far more stable process than we expected; arbitrary
social infuences did not play as large of a role in shaping the juries’
decisions. This result is highlighted when we directly compared
group decisions with those made by nominal groups — that is, the
votes of individuals working alone, aggregated as if they were a
jury. Only 46.07% (95% CI: 0.387, 0.534) of nominal groups decided
consistently. Since nominal groups did not deliberate, these results
suggest that deliberation is a key ingredient to decision consistency.
Finally, an important factor in decision consistency may in fact be
the tendency to align with the perceived majority view [6, 30, 44].
More than a quarter (27.48%) of participants changed their minds
following deliberation. Just under half (41.69%) of the pre-existing
majority factions grew in size after deliberation, compared to 7.38%
for non-deliberating nominal groups.
Overall, we fnd that deliberation enables groups to develop consistent outcomes, a result that is “good for democracy.” However,
this consensus often takes the form of leaning harder in the direction of pre-existing opinions, supporting prior studies in group polarization [57]. Ultimately, our results suggest that online platforms
can proceed with increased confdence that their jury decisions will
not be random or mercurial, but largely stable when conditioned
on the membership of the jury.
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RELATED WORK

Within HCI, the study of how juries decide is part of a larger conversation on the study of groups. This literature has established
the idea that groups are collectively intelligent [66]; that crowd
judgement is remarkably accurate [59]; and that groups are sensitive to cognitive and social behaviors [37]. These qualities have
led to the use of groups in crowdsourcing policies [1], governing
platforms [26, 67], and adjudicating disputes [19]. Our work builds
upon these characteristics and their democratic applications by
evaluating group decisions within an online experimental scafold.
The design of our experimental scafold, in turn, draws upon
prior studies of computationally mediated group behavior, such
as evaluating the impact of autonomous agents in social situations [34]; augmenting group formation [50], dynamics [68], or
memory [63, 64]; and predicting group outcomes [15, 16]. Here
we draw on these methods, particularly 2 way-pseudonym masking [64], in the design of our system. To facilitate the decisionmaking of pseudonymous strangers, our experimental environment
also incorporates insights from research in Group Decision Support
Systems (GDSS), using a voting feature reminiscent of early work
by Poole et al. [48] and a basic bot that helps scafold the discussion,
a technique that increases opinion diversity [35].
Furthermore, because our work engages a broader literature on
the underlying nature of how groups make decisions, this paper
refers to juries as a specifc instance of decision-making groups, and
uses the term groups to describe the general behavioral patterns we
observe, including their applications in contexts beyond HCI. In the
ofine world, group decisions carry implicit legitimacy. Juries in the
United States of America are viewed as so vital that a trial by jury
is enshrined as a right thrice: frst in the Declaration of Independence (1776), again in the Constitution (1787), and fnally in the 6th
Amendment (1791) [4]. Scholars have described group deliberation
as a “special form of speech structured according to democratic
principles...designed to transform private prejudice into considered public opinion and to produce more legitimate solutions” [45].
Because of groups’ implicit legitimacy, society also hands them
substantial power — from the ofine jury to Facebook’s “Supreme
Court.”
We focus in this paper on consistency, the property of similar
cases being decided in similar ways. Consistency is a key assumption of jury-based decision making: if juries decide capriciously, it
undermines the legitimacy of the enterprise. This motivates our
core research question:
Research qestion 1 (RQ1). Do groups or individuals make
decisions more consistently?
Literature in social infuence indicates that group deliberation
may reduce consistency because the social process of deliberation
may erode individual opinions through path dependence. Groups
often fail to account for insights that only a few members know
about, even when it is important [55]. Group members are far more
likely to follow the perspective of the person who happens to speak
frst [58]. Group dynamics often refect larger societal biases: for
example, juries tend to choose white, middle-class males of high
status to serve as the foreperson [31, 41], which in turn enables
such individuals to wield disproportionate infuence [23], potentially mitigating benefts of working as a group. Finally, Shah et al.
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found support for the “messy middle model,” concluding that 30% of
papers submitted to NIPS 2016 (now NeurIPS) were inconsistently
decided in a parallel committee, as they were in between acceptance or rejection [53]. Based on this literature, we pre-registered a
hypothesis1 that groups’ social infuence will cause their outcomes
to vary substantially.

on aligning themselves with the perceived majority view that they
systematically overestimate the prevalence of the majority opinion [38] and shift opinions towards the majority even when the
platform is anonymous [32].
The contrast between individuals’ heuristic-based process and
groups’ tendency to conform informs our second hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Individuals’ decisions will be more consistent
than those of groups.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). While deliberating in groups, members are
more likely to diverge from their initial predispositions in order to
align with the majority viewpoint.

A critical consideration brought about by this hypothesis is that
how groups and individuals are compared may impact its validity. In Section 3.5, we further discuss three difering comparison
strategies drawing from existing measures: comparing groups to
individuals directly (our main measure), comparing groups to nominal groups [46] (individuals’ votes aggregated into a group vote, as
a pseudo-group), and comparing individuals who worked alone to
individuals who worked in groups.
The mechanism of decision-making difers sharply between
groups and individuals. An individual’s decision consistency is
most heavily dependent on three factors: (1) the features of the
person (i.e., their cognitive ability and knowledge); (2) the features
of the problem; and (3) the context that the person is situated in.
One model of this view is that individuals are adaptive decision
makers, who, when confronted with overwhelming information
and multiple (conficting) goals and values, make decisions via
available heuristics [47]. Though at times, individual judges may
be swayed by arbitrary factors, such as lunch breaks [22], humans
tend to predictably use a few decision-making heuristics. A study
of Supreme Court justices found that, when examining the justices’
individual decision-making, a handful of cues about the case could
predict a substantial portion (up to 79% in the best case) of decisions
correctly [52].
In contrast, groups’ decision-making processes tend to be more
complex. Group dynamics include two major types of countervailing social forces when deciding together. The frst type of process,
which Moscovici and Faucheux 1972 describe as “conformity” [43],
is a tendency to submit to a majoritarian view; the results of group
deliberation tend to predictably favor the pre-existing majority [61],
with minority faction members less likely to speak up [6, 44]. Within
jury studies, the size of the majority faction is among the strongest
predictors of a jury’s fnal verdict [23, 30, 31, 61]. In another indicator of majority efects, judges who sit in deliberative panels
(en banc) are more frequently unanimous compared to those who
decide cases independently [60].
This tendency to adhere to the majority view is often so powerful that it overrides an individual’s private judgments and causes
a polarization efect. Individuals will tend to strongly conform to
the perceived truth, even at the expense of honestly representing
their own beliefs [56, 58]. Indeed, while there is a polarization efect
within groups (that is, the group’s opinion shifted more towards
a more extreme direction after deliberation), private opinions often remain the same [57]. Similarly, a large-scale survey of 3,500
jurors by Son et al. found that “over one-third of them would have
reversed their jury’s decision if they had been given sole control
over the trial’s outcome” [54]. Groups members are often so keen
1 We

pre-registered our hypothesis on 20 April 2020, prior to the collection of our data,
at the following URL: https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=9py7ab

The second major type of social force generates the opposite
efect: deliberation may yield a novel or unexpected perspective.
Combining Moscovici and Faucheux’s categories of “innovation”
(acceptance of the minority view by the majority) and “normalization” (compromise) [43], this second force drives the process
of deliberation to generate perspectives that cannot be explained
from merely aggregating the jurors’ pre-deliberation views. In Diamond et al.’s 1998 study, the authors used actors to videotape
diferent versions of a civil suit, with details altered in each version.
Following 120 mock jury experiments, the authors attempted to
predict a jury’s fnal verdict using the case information and jurors’
demographic characteristics. They found that these features had
only partial predictive power: the version of the case explained
57% of verdict preferences; adding weighted information about jurors’ demographic data and predispositions (drawn from surveys)
could explain up to 67% of verdict preferences [24]. 33% of verdict
variation, however, could not be explained by either features of
deliberation or the features of jurors.
Thus, we hypothesize that, while individual members of groups
will change their minds in order to align with the group’s opinion
(H2), the group as a whole will, via exposure to novel perspectives,
diverge from the pre-deliberation majority viewpoint more often
than an aggregation of individuals who do not deliberate.
Hypothesis 3 (H3). Overall, groups are less likely than individuals
to decide in exactly the same way as their initial predispositions.
Furthermore, if H3 is true, the process of generating new perspectives from deliberation would lead to less consistency for groups,
thus bolstering H1, our core consistency prediction.

3

METHOD

To test our hypothesis, we designed a within-subjects experiment
that measures how consistent an online jury would be when adjudicating two similar cases. A legitimate jury decision should be
replicable: two similar cases should have the same outcome. We
enable this comparison by introducing an experimental method
that resets social dynamics within the online jury, such that jury
members do not realize that they are deliberating with the same
group a second time. To provide a point of comparison, we also
asked individuals to adjudicate two similar cases alone.

3.1

Design

Figure 1 summarizes the experimental design. We begin with an
overview and then explain each component in more detail. Each
online jury consisted of 5–9 members and four rounds of adjudication. Participants adjudicated four unique cases in total — two
as a group and two individually, with the ordering of cases and
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Figure 1: (Left) An experiment consists of four rounds, which all participants experience: two individual tasks and two group
tasks. In the second group round, the changed mask color indicates a new pseudonym identity. (Right) A full experiment
plays out as follows: prior to the four main rounds, participants complete a 15-minute calibration, which teaches subjects
how to adjudicate the disputes by providing examples with “correct answers” drawn from unanimously-decided Reddit posts.
The individual and group rounds are then presented randomly: in the fgure, the frst and fourth rounds are shown as group
rounds, while the second and third are individual. Each pair of individual rounds and pair of group rounds adjudicates two
cases that are known to have correlated outcomes. Individuals and groups are randomly assigned to adjudicate one of two
possible case pairs in a given experiment. We measure consistency by comparing the rates at which individuals and groups
give the same judgment for the two paired cases.
individual/group rounds randomized. The cases were chosen as
pairs, such that each pair of cases had highly correlated judgments:
a specifc judgment on one case should, in most cases, be associated
with a specifc judgment on the other. We then calculated consistency from the rates at which individuals and groups judged the
similar cases the same way. Finally, since the experiment uses a
within-subjects design, we controlled for diferences in opinion
among subjects sampled.
Within group rounds, we asked participants to discuss with jury
members and attempt to agree before the fnal vote, but we did not
enforce unanimity and stressed that jurors should vote according
to their genuine convictions. Within individual rounds, we asked
participants to self-elaborate by writing out the reasoning for their
decision. This elaboration controlled for the infuence of simply
stating one’s thoughts aloud and isolated the efect of social infuence. After running several dozen pilot studies and inspecting the
results, we determined that most of the online deliberations concluded within seven minutes. Thus, all rounds were seven minutes
long.
We calculated consistency from an in-round vote that participants submitted at the end of seven minutes’ deliberation or selfelaboration. For individuals, a decision was consistent if their fnal
vote for the frst case matched the vote of its correlated pair. For
groups, the verdict supported by the majority of group members
was considered to be the fnal group decision. Groups were thus
consistent if the fnal verdict of the frst case matched the verdict
for its correlated pair.

In addition to the in-round vote, participants flled out presurveys and post-surveys for each of the four rounds. The presurvey created a baseline for understanding subjects’ initial predispositions, and the post-survey measured whether subjects privately
disagreed with their in-round vote. At the end of all four rounds,
participants answered a fnal survey prior to being debriefed. The
text for the pre-, post-, in-round, and fnal surveys are included in
the appendix.

3.2

Parallel Teams Infrastructure

A key requirement of our experiment is that the online juries do not
realize that they are working with the same participants twice; we
achieve this using a parallel worlds technique of two-way pseudonym
masking, which has been established in prior work [63, 64].
In each deliberation, jury members are assigned random pseudonyms
consisting of an adjective and an animal name (e.g, ‘inspiredDolphin’, ‘littleBear’, ‘spryElephant’), drawing upon prior pseudonymous platforms [51, 63]. When the jury reconvenes, each participant’s teammates are assigned new names, while the users’ displayed names remain constant. Thus, ‘inspiredDolphin’ sees herself
as ‘inspiredDolphin’ in all four rounds, and merely believes that
she is working with new team members. Figure 2 illustrates the
pseudonymous user interface.
When addressing other individuals by pseudonym, the system
replaces references to pseudonyms with the names displayed in the
participant’s own view. For example, ‘inspiredDolphin‘ may appear
as ‘smallPig’ to another user. When the user types ‘smallPig’ or
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Figure 2: Participants were shown the above user interface in group rounds (Left). The “Members” sidebar showed the
pseudonyms of a participant’s collaborators. By changing the names displayed in this sidebar, we were able to create an illusion that users were working with new team members when, in fact, collaborators remained the same. The chatroom sidebar
appeared green when users worked alone and purple when users worked in a group. Resources appeared in a persistent banner
at the top of the screen. After 80% of the deliberation time had passed, the persistent banner expanded to include a poll, where
participants conducted the fnal vote (Right). Finally, a chatbot present in the channel (helperBot) scafolds the discussion by
periodically posting pre-written reminders of the discussion norms.
a near-misspelling into the chat, it is automatically corrected to
‘inspiredDolphin’ in the other user’s view.
This technique temporarily hides the group’s interaction history.
Prior work [63, 64] using this method has verifed that participants
do not realize that they are working with the same group again. In
essence, one group deliberation becomes a “parallel universe” that
enables us to measure just how commonly a decision would have
gone another way.

3.3

Participants

Drawing on previous work [63, 64], participants were sourced from
Amazon Mechanical Turk. We selected only workers located in the
United States to ensure a shared language and cultural background.
We also selected only individuals who had completed at least 100
tasks. We recruited nine individuals for each jury. This procedure
slightly over-recruited in order to account for the perils of online
experimentation — nine members insulated against inevitable Internet connectivity issues and other sources of potential drop-of.
Subjects participated in four rounds of deliberation. We only analyzed data from trials in which at least fve members were active
throughout the deliberation. Our 5–9 member juries draw upon
Facebook’s fve-member moderation panels [25], as well as six- to
eight-member civil juries [31].

Accounting for time to read prompts and answer surveys, the
task lasted 78 minutes in total. Workers were paid via bonus at a
rate of $15/hour, per standards of fair payment [65].
3.3.1 Exclusion Criteria. An important assumption of the experimental design is that the group does not detect that it has worked
with one another twice over the course of the experiment, thus
ensuring that the verdicts are independent. We build upon prior
work that uses the pseudonym masking technique [63, 64], implementing the same manipulation check mechanism at the end of
our experiment. The manipulation check assumes that, if subjects
realize that they are working with the same team, they will recognize each other in subsequent rounds. We therefore present a
participant with the pseudonym of a teammate from one of the two
group rounds. The participant is asked to select this individual’s
other pseudonym from a roster of participants from the second
group round. They do this by selecting the paired name from a
drop-down list and providing a brief justifcation.
Samples in which the number of participants who successfully
identifed their teammate was greater than 2 standard deviations
(� = 1.102) above the mean (1.029) were excluded from the study
for potentially detecting the manipulation. Additionally, we manually inspected chat logs and removed samples where participants
explicitly recognized each other. These two exclusion criteria were
included in our experimental pre-registration.
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Post-registration, we noticed a few participants typing spam
content into the chats. Since our results depend on high-quality
deliberation, we used a combination of visual inspection of chat
logs and algorithmic fltering to identify individuals who gave
especially terse, irrelevant, or spam remarks. Rounds that contained
two or more such participants were also excluded from analysis.
We identifed and removed six such rounds.

3.4

Case Materials

3.4.1 Selection of case content. Prior work has conducted studies
in which subjects were exposed to various versions of the same
case, with some facts and details altered [24]. Diamond et al.’s study
used two cases, both of which described a civil dispute between
an employer and employee over a workplace lung injury. Details
between the cases, such as the number of cigarettes smoked by the
employee, were altered between the case versions, and both cases
were balanced (approximately half of jurors leaned towards voting
for the defendant, and half leaned towards the plaintif). However,
most of the cases in such experiments take an hour or longer, which
was infeasible with our experimental design where we required
four cases per trial.
To address this issue, we drew on a popular online community
that posted and deliberated who is at fault in complex interpersonal
conficts. We scraped 23,055 posts from Reddit’s ‘Am I the Asshole?’
(AITA) subreddit, an online discussion board where members describe a controversial personal situation, and the community then
adjudicates who is at fault. AITA posts are thematically similar to
content adjudicated by other online juries, which often include nonlegal claims, personal disputes, and the airing of grievances [42].
Additionally, AITA posts are brief enough for use online, and they
posit largely binary outcomes (“yes, the person is at fault”, versus
“no, they are not”). For the purposes of our study, we eliminated
the option to assign fault to both parties or neither.
We used two criteria to select cases for the study:
(1) Balance: similar to Diamond et al., we selected cases in which
the percentage of votes “for” and “against” each party in the
dispute were relatively even. Drawing on the “messy middle
model” [53], we assumed that imbalanced cases would appear
to have a clear answer, and therefore all respondents would
be likely to answer consistently regardless of the individual
or group condition.
(2) Consistency: since our research question requires measuring consistency, we selected cases with a strong baseline of
individual consistency in order to create an efective contrast with group consistency. Thus, for pairs of cases, most
respondents should decide the dispute in favor of the same
party.
In order to meet the balance criterion, we fltered the scraped posts
by the number of Reddit votes they received, fnding 56 cases with
similar numbers of votes on each side. After a pretest on Amazon
Mechanical Turk with 136 participants, we isolated the eight most
balanced cases.
3.4.2 Baseline consistency for selected cases. To create case pairs,
we rewrote fve of the eight balanced cases from a diferent perspective, replacing all named entities. This processes created the
‘opposite side’ of the dispute. A wife’s complaint about her husband,
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for instance, would be rewritten as a husband’s complaint about
his wife. We defned a consistent decision as one that rules in favor
of the same party twice: if someone answers “yes, the wife is at
fault” for the original dispute, answering “no, the husband is not at
fault” for the rewritten version is considered consistent.
On Amazon Mechanical Turk, we collected � = 128 judgments
on the fve case pairs, and only two pairs of cases met both criteria
of balance and consistency. The fnal statistics for the pairs are
presented in the appendix.
Additionally, we ensured that viewing the rewritten cases did
not prime individuals’ judgments on subsequent cases. In a pre-test
with � = 39, we compared the decision consistency for each case
in the case pair to an unrelated third case. The decision consistency
to the third case was not signifcantly afected by the ordering
of two cases in the pair (� = .803), which indicated that there
was no discernible learning efect: participants’ decisions were not
infuenced by the order in which the cases were evaluated.

3.5

Calculation of Consistency

Our core dependent variable is consistency, but a key experimental
decision involved determining how to measure consistency. Due
to the prior inability to compare repeated interactions of groups,
there is no agreed-upon defnition of consistency. Defnitions of
consistency have ranged from “consistency with the actual decisions of juries” [21] to “consistency with one’s predispositions” [49]
to “consistency with predicted results” [12]. Our novel approach of
comparing groups to themselves therefore required its own standard of measurement.
We use a total of three comparisons to determine consistency,
with one primary measure and two auxiliary comparisons. All of
these analyses were pre-registered, and address diferent aspects of
our research question:
(1) Comparing groups to individuals (the primary measure).
(2) Comparing groups to nominal groups (individuals’ votes
aggregated into a group vote, as if they were a pseudo-jury).
(3) Comparing individuals who worked alone to individuals
who worked in groups.
3.5.1 Comparing groups to individuals. This metric is the most
straightforward. Group consistency is computed via the aggregate
consistency of all members in a team, in which the group’s decision
is calculated via simple majority vote. If the outcome is identical
for both group decisions, the group is “consistent.” Meanwhile,
individual consistency is calculated at the participant level: that is,
an individual is consistent if their two in-round votes match. The
overall rate consistency for groups can then be directly compared
to the overall rate for individuals. This core metric is benefcial
because it ofers a direct way to answer our research question.
However, this metric has three drawbacks, which our auxiliary
metrics address:
(1) This metric compares two samples of diferent sizes, since
there are far fewer groups than individuals.
(2) A fat consistency rate is blind to changes in voting patterns
between group and individual conditions. If two people in
a group are inconsistent, changing their votes from “for” to
“against,” and another two are inconsistent in the other direction (changing their votes from “against” to “for,” these
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changes would make no diference to overall group consistency, but they should be considered.
(3) This metric compares two diferent ways of calculating consistency: individual consistency is calculated on a vote-byvote basis, but group consistency is based on majority rule.
It is possible that the mechanism of majority rule infates
consistency by smoothing over individual diferences.
3.5.2 Comparing groups to nominal groups. This frst auxiliary
metric addresses limitations (1) and (3). Drawing on previous literature [29, 46], we treat individuals as “nominal” groups for this
analysis. A nominal group simply aggregates individual votes into
a non-deliberating group decision, in which the outcome is also
calculated by majority vote. Thus, six people who worked alone and
independently voted for Party A would be aggregated as a nominal
group decision for Party A. This comparison enables us to directly
isolate the efect of deliberation: other than the deliberation aspect,
groups and nominal groups are identical.
3.5.3 Comparing individuals to group members. The second auxiliary metric addresses limitations (1), (2), and (3). In this analysis,
we consider each member of a group to be a separate individual,
calculating participant-level consistency for each member. We then
conduct a paired analysis between individuals (who worked alone)
and group members. This comparison allows us to isolate individual
behavior: that is, are the people who vote in groups or the people who
work alone more consistent in making decisions?
3.5.4 Accounting for Ties. Since group size ranged from 5–9, a simple majority vote for groups occasionally yielded a tie. Ties were
logged as a third, special case, and groups were considered consistent if they tied twice, and inconsistent otherwise. Additionally, we
report statistics for the data with all ties removed.

4

RESULTS

In our study, � = 1403 active participants completed 259 online
jury trials, conforming to pre-registered values. We collected data
between April and July 2020. Recruited participants skewed female
(57.2%) and were on average 36.5 years old (� = 11.86). 73.2% of
participants self-identifed as White, 13.6% as Black, and 8.9% as
Asian. On a 7-point scale ranging from “Extremely Conservative”
(assigned a score of -3) to “Extremely Liberal” (assigned a score
of +3), participants were, on average, between “Moderate” and
“Slightly Liberal” (0.46). After conducting our preregistered data
exclusion flters, 178 trials remained in the analysis, with � = 1121
total subjects.

4.1

Comparing Consistency (H1)

4.1.1 Primary metric: Comparing groups to individuals. First, per
pre-registration, we conducted an analysis of our overall consistency. Our results indicate that groups were 62.92% consistent, and
individuals were 63.88% consistent (Figure 3). The 95% confdence
interval for individual consistency is entirely contained within that
of groups, and a two-sided two-proportion z test yielded � = 0.808.
Thus, the data do not support H1, as group and individual consistency diferences are too similar to be discernible.
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4.1.2 Comparing groups to nominal groups. Aggregate consistency,
however, does not tell a full story. Next, per pre-registration, we conducted a paired analysis that compared group consistency with the
consistency of the same individuals when they were deciding alone
(nominal groups). This analysis tests whether group consistency
can be attributed to the unique factor of deliberation, or whether
aggregating independent opinions could achieve the same efect. In
other words, this test draws a comparison between a deliberative
democracy (such as a jury or task force) and blind voting. H1 would
predict that blind voting is more consistent than group deliberation.
The results tell a dramatically diferent story. We fnd a paired
mean diference of −0.169 (95%CI: −0.281, −0.073), indicating that
nominal groups (blind voting) are much less consistent than deliberation. Both a two-tailed two-proportion z test and McNemar’s
Chi Squared (� 2 = 9.557) yield signifcant results for the comparison between groups and nominal groups (� < 0.01). The data
suggest that, even though individuals are very self-consistent with
judgments that they make alone, making decisions by aggregating
independent votes is about as consistent as a coin fip.
This outcome is likely linked to the balanced cases we selected for
the task; since approximately half of pre-tested individuals leaned
toward each side of the cases, the votes for nominal groups were
incredibly close. In non-tied nominal groups, the winning outcome
had a mean of 62.44% of the votes (SD = 17.07) — thus, having just
one person switch their vote would have altered the group’s overall
outcome, causing nominal groups’ consistency to appear random.
In contrast to nominal groups, the process of deliberation drove
more consensus, and groups tended to win by a larger majority (the
mean was 74.02% of the votes, with SD = 22.57). Groups were consequently able to decide these contentious cases more consistently
by preventing a few individuals from diminishing the collective
decision.
4.1.3 Comparing individuals to group members. Finally, per preregistration, we focused on the individual level, and conducted a
paired analysis comparing the consistency of each group member
with the consistency of the same person while working alone. This
participant-level analysis tests whether deliberating in a group
causes individuals to become more erratic voters — that is, H1
would predict that, in the group condition, allowing social infuence to easily sway one’s vote could lead the person to be less
self-consistent across decisions. Again, the results support the opposite conclusion. A McNemar’s Chi-Squared test yields signifcant
results (� 2 = 4.78; � < 0.05), suggesting that members of groups
are signifcantly more likely to decide the case consistently when
deliberating than when simply self-elaborating and voting twice.
Contrary to H1, which predicted that members of groups could
blindly follow others’ opinions at the cost of adhering to consistent
opinions, the data suggest that, in fact, members of groups are more
self-consistent with their opinions than they are when deciding
alone.
We therefore fnd that H1 is not supported across any of the
three metrics of consistency.
4.1.4 Individual and group consistency is at parity with other measures. In general, our measure of decision consistency for both
individuals and groups is at parity with other measures. Prior work
has found individuals 67-71% self-consistent on tasks ranging from
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Figure 3: Groups and individuals are equivalently consistent in their decisions, contrary to our prediction. Nominal groups —
efectively, individuals voting without deliberation — are inconsistent and indistinguishable from random chance. The chart
shows the proportion of repeated decisions that were consistent and inconsistent based on in-round voting, with 95% CI at the
boundary. Darker colors show the primary metrics of group and individual consistency. Lighter colors show auxiliary metrics:
the consistency proportion of the votes of individual group members, and of the individuals aggregated into nominal groups.
Table 1: Groups and Individuals are similarly consistent. Group members are more consistent than individuals, while nominal
groups are inconsistent.

Mean Consistency
95% Confdence Interval

Groups

Individuals

Group Members

62.92%
(0.558, 0.700)

63.88%
(0.607. 0.670)

66.70%
(0.636. 0.698)

Nominal Groups
46.07%
(0.387. 0.534)

investment to humanitarian intervention [10], individuals 67-83%
self-consistent on taxonomic labeling [20], and groups 73–88% consistent on deciding whether to continue working together [63].
Given our normative interest in divisive jury decisions, the cases in
our study had been deliberately pre-tested to be difcult, and will
slightly lower the base rate of consistency.

of individuals (92 participants) changed their own minds by selfelaboration. A two-tailed, two-proportion z test is strongly signifcant (� < 10−32 ). Thus, H2 is supported: group members are more
likely to diverge from their initial predispositions in order to align
with the majority viewpoint.

4.1.5 Subjects Underestimated the Consistency of Groups. In a poststudy survey, we asked our participants to predict group and individual consistency. Of all participants surveyed, 70.47% believed
that individuals would be consistent (based on a binary question),
while just 54.17% believed that groups would be consistent. The
stark contrast between confdence in individual consistency and
group consistency stood out against the closeness of the empirical group and individual consistency that we found (62.92% and
63.88%). In other words, even as juries turned out quite consistent,
jurors did not trust their consistency as much as they trusted those
of individual decision-makers.

4.3

4.2

Individuals’ Divergence from
Predispositions (H2)

For each case deliberated, group members did tend to more frequently change their minds from their initial predispositions, which
were measured through the pre-round surveys. Compared to the
opinion expressed in pre-deliberation surveys, more than a quarter
(27.48%, 308 participants) of group members expressed an opposing opinion by the end of deliberation. By contrast, only 8.21%

Groups’ Conformity to the Pre-Existing
Majority (H3)

The data show that a smaller proportion (72.75%) of deliberating
groups voted with the pre-existing majority compared to nominal groups (76.12%). However, a two-sided, two-proportion Z test
misses signifcance (� = 0.303). Thus, H3 is not supported.
When the majority does win for groups, however, it wins more
decisively. Groups that vote in line with the pre-existing majority
view tend to expand the size of the majority faction, pulling more
people in line with the majority view. Among groups, this expansion
occurred in 41.69% of cases, compared to just 7.38% for nominal
groups. Across all non-tied groups (not merely those that voted
with the pre-existing majority), we fnd, as reported in 4.1.2, that
the fnal size of the majority faction is also larger. The winning
outcome had 74.02% of votes in deliberative groups, compared to
62.44% in nominal groups. However, size of the winning faction had
a greater spread (SD = 22.57, compared to 17.07). This increased
variance refects the unpredictability of deliberations — some social
forces within deliberation push towards increased consensus with
the existing majority, while others push towards generating new
perspectives.

Can Online Juries Make Consistent, Repeatable Decisions?

4.4

Results with Ties Removed

In our main analysis, we accounted for ties by allowing tied juries
to be consistent if the same jury tied twice. For completeness, we
also present our primary results with all ties removed in Table 2,
demonstrating that ties did not play a signifcant role in our results.
None of these quantities are outside of the confdence interval of
their analogous measure without ties removed.

4.5

Manipulation Check

Finally, we confrm that the teams in our analysis did not recognize
each other during the repeated deliberations.
Within each team, the accuracy of answering the manipulation
check question (� = 0.164, � = 0.149) was not signifcantly diferent
from chance rate (� = 0.198, � = 0.041; � = 0.532). Thus, because
participants were unable to do better than random guessing in
identifying former partners, we consider the use of two-way pseudonym masking to have successfully “erased history” and enabled
juries to reconvene independently.
4.5.1 Qalitative Confirmation of Manipulation Success. To further
ensure that participants had not detected the manipulation, we also
manually inspected the justifcations that participants provided
during the manipulation check. We found that a small number of
participants detected that a teammate was the same because of
their polarizing beliefs:
“I feel conventionalRabbit had some strong opinions
about speaking the language of the country that people are in. I feel like i got that in the 3rd round too.”
“If memory serves, likelyBear was one of the people
who had a strong sense of familial obligation from
round 2”
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5.1

Finally, many quotes indicated that they did not recall the names
and had, in fact, guessed randomly:
“I have no idea. I didn’t notice that they were the same
people they seemed quite diferent.”
“Just a guess. I didn’t pay attention to names in the
chat, just the remarks.”
“I honestly did not pay attention that much to names
when arguing view points as I thought they would be
randomly assigned anyways.”
“I really didnt know, Im just guessing here”
These remarks strongly confrmed to us that the manipulation
had been successful. Furthermore, a keyword search found that 43%
of responses contained keywords such as guess, random, unsure,
no idea, and don’t know. Of course, wording of natural-language
responses varied widely, so this value provides a very rough lower
bound for the true number of random guessers.

Deliberating Groups are Much More
Consistent than Non-Deliberating Groups

Our core fnding is that, by and large, groups stick to a conclusion
and rule the same way together. The upshot is that society’s trust in
groups is well founded — but only when they deliberate. Whereas
deliberative decisions led to consistent rulings across similar cases,
mere voting (aggregating the decisions that individuals made alone)
led to randomness.
One explanation for this outcome may be that individual votes
tended to be decided with much narrower margins. If the frst
vote was won by just one ballot, and at least one person decides
the second scenario inconsistently, then the two decisions become
inconsistent, especially with a majority-rule method of calculating
results. This phenomenon is reminiscent of the way that modernday elections are often decided by just a few votes, with candidates
scrambling for the attention of a small sector of swing voters. It
also refects the Founders Fathers’ worry of the “tyranny of the
majority”: indeed, democracy (by pure voting) is capricious.
This result strengthens prior work, which found that users on
digital platforms prefer a deliberative jury over a blind voting jury
based on the attributes of legitimacy, trust, equality, fairness, and
care [26]. That blind voting is less consistent than deliberation may
have contributed to users’ perceptions that voting is less legitimate
and less trustworthy. Indeed, with blind vote judgments consistent
only half the time, they are not just optically less legitimate; they
are less legitimate.

5.2

Several admitted that they were less focused on the pseudonyms
than on the content of deliberation:
“If I’m correct in recalling the names with their comments, I believe they were the same person. But I was
focusing more on the comments and not the names
of the people making them.”

DISCUSSION

Contrary to H1, groups and individuals in our experiment were
equally consistent. Only one of our hypotheses (H2) was supported.

Individuals are More Self-Consistent After
Participating in Deliberation

We also found that individuals were more consistent as members
of groups than when deciding alone (Section 4.1.3). While we were
correct that group members tend to change their minds more often (H2), the process of deliberation appeared to catalyze a learning process for many of our participants. This process resulted in
strong participant-level consistency in the group condition, for, as
members learned, they may have developed stronger intuitions
or insights about the issues at hand. Quotes from the post-study
survey frequently highlighted this aspect of the experience:
“If you’re in a group you have people to bounce ideas
of of. It makes it easier to see both sides of it.”
“If you are by yourself you only have your thoughts
and opinions. Sometimes hearing another person’s
point of view may sway your original opinion.”

5.3

Groups Tend to Afrm the Pre-Existing
Majority

Although groups did not vote with the pre-existing majority more
than individuals did, deliberative group votes are won by a much
larger majority (Section 4.3), leaning harder in the pre-existing direction and refecting some attainment of consensus. The strong presence of majority rule in our data supports prior fndings that groups
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Table 2: Our primary results with all ties removed are not signifcantly diferent. Note that individual and group member
results are unchanged, since ties only apply at the group level.

Mean Consistency
95% Confdence Interval

Groups

Individuals

Group Members

62.71%
(0.556, 0.698)

63.88%
(0.607. 0.670)

66.70%
(0.636. 0.698)

coalesce around the perceived majority opinion [6, 23, 30, 31, 44, 61].
Since group decisions are also heavily infuenced by social cascade
efects [56], in which members are loath to contradict the frst opinion that emerges [58], this result is not surprising. Contrary to our
hypothesis (H1), in which we noted that the arbitrariness of who
speaks frst and the whims of social dynamics could drive groups to
inconsistency, our results indicate that these phenomena actually
drive group decisions to be more consistent overall. However, one
catch may be that they also cause groups to be too quick to take
the path of least resistance. As some participants noted:
“Groups will tend to choose the easiest answer that
the frst person introduces. Other ideas will not emerge
as often, which makes them more predictable. Individuals are given more room[.]”
“Once a group has reached a choice, it has already
been hashed out by multiple people. So, they tend to
use that group idea pretty quickly thereafter.”
Thus, paradoxically, groups enable people to learn more about
both sides of the issue, but they also lead group members to be
more selective about what they learn, and unwittingly settle for
overly simplistic answers. One participant captured this tension in
their refection:
“As an individual, respondents are not being swayed
by outside opinions or considerations. I know my
thoughts changed in the rounds where we were chatting in a group. [However ,]...people also fall victim
to hive mind mentality.”

5.4

Participants’ Own Predictions

While we were surprised to fnd that individuals and groups are
equally consistent, we also discovered that our participants had
also underestimated the consistency of group deliberation, while
overestimating the consistency of individuals. In a post-survey,
70.47% of participants believed that an individual encountering the
same situation twice will “answer the same way,” whereas only
54.17% believed that groups would “answer the same way.” This
perception of capriciousness can be understood within a deeper
folk psychology of juries’ unreliability: an early study by MacCoun
and Tyler found that, despite general support for juries, the public
perceives criminal juries as frequently prone to error [40].
These perceptions have concrete implications for the use of
group decision-making in real-world settings. In civil suits, for
example, the perception of juror bias has driven litigants to choose
bench trials over trial by jury, even when empirical studies have
found no basis for such biases [18]. As a result, attempts to introduce
deliberation into governance procedures, both online and ofine,

Nominal Groups
45.14%
(0.378, 0.525)

must grapple with the need to justify the decision-making process
to skeptics who see group decisions as fundamentally inconsistent.

5.5

Design Implications

Online governance continues to shift toward more democratic practices, from Facebook’s “Supreme Court” [25] to online jury platforms [7, 42]. Meanwhile, groups continue to play a prominent role
in the ofine world too, with juries deciding 154,000 cases each year
in the United States of America [13], deliberative polls contributing
to policymaking in Ghana [17], and the crowd shaping of-road
trafc law in Finland [1]. This study confrms that the use of these
democratic decision-making bodies results in consistent decisions,
and bolsters wider calls to introduce more deliberative democracy,
both online and ofine [27, 28].
The implications for online platforms are clear: proceed with
confdence. Groups will not hand out capricious decisions, and
they can be trusted to deliver thoughtful, legitimate decisions. In
particular, the afordances of our online experimental environment
draw clear parallels to similar pseudonymous platforms such as
Reddit, Discord, and Wikipedia. These platforms are where our
design implications are clearest, and the mandate to address an everincreasing array of difcult decisions — from content moderation
to fact-checking — may be best fulflled via deliberation. Related
research has found, for example, that deliberation reduces the belief
in false news headlines [8] and that the wisdom of crowds can
enable laypeople to predict professional fact-checkers’ opinions [3].
Our work demonstrates that when laypeople deliberate, they are
also remarkably consistent, and can be a reliable decision-making
body in these contentious cases.
Our results also show that platforms should specifcally preference deliberation over blind voting, even if blind voting appears to
be a simpler, and therefore more attractive, solution. Polling without deliberation leaves the fnal decision to just a few swing voters,
making the outcome volatile rather than considered. However, deliberative processes could augment voting, as demonstrated by the
participatory town halls described by Jasim et al. [33]. Finally, in
cases where deliberation is too time-consuming or costly to implement, having a solo moderator or judge is preferable to mere
voting. Individuals reliably make repeatable decisions, so trust in
solo moderators is not misplaced.
Implementations of deliberation should certainly include, but not
be limited to, synchronous chat. For example, Burke and Kraut describe a distributed model of consensus-building on Wikipedia [14],
and Zhang et al. present a software toolkit that facilitates the implementation of various possible policies, each incorporating deliberation and voting in diferent ways [67]. We thus envision numerous
possibilities for deliberation in online platforms.

Can Online Juries Make Consistent, Repeatable Decisions?

Lastly, platforms have an ethical obligation to select the composition of these deciding groups carefully. Our results are conditioned on the membership of the jury; since group decisions tend
to strengthen the pre-existing majority view, it is crucial that the
group refects the constituent population of the platform as a whole.
Otherwise, the design risks alienating those whose voices were
never represented in the jury — or who were so marginalized in the
discussion that they were unable to state their case. As is the adage
in technical felds: garbage in, garbage out; as Becker et al. fnd in
their work, when the majority of a group holds an inaccurate belief, deliberation decreases accuracy [9]. Our work further suggests
that, in these cases, the results of deliberation would be consistently
inaccurate. Deciding with an unrepresentative jury may therefore
be worse than no jury at all.

5.6

Limitations and Future Work

A limitation of our work is that our deliberations were brief (seven
minutes long). In some cases, time constraints may have artifcially cut of deliberation, pushed groups towards conformity faster,
or generally lowered the discussion quality. Furthermore, participants may have been infuenced by the presence of the countdown
timer or the artifcial nature of the task, leading them to prioritize achieving consensus over thorough consideration. Because of
these considerations, we verifed deliberation quality in a post-hoc
(unreviewed) analysis. We asked workers on Mechanical Turk to
code the 356 group deliberation transcripts according to a schema
adapted from Black et al. [11]. Each worker also coded one ground
truth (author-coded) case as a quality control flter. The transcripts
performed well across all nine dimensions of the coding schema,
suggesting genuine deliberation; a detailed summary of the deliberation quality analysis can be found in the appendix. Despite the
promising deliberation quality measured, however, we note that a
seven-minute-long deliberation will still be constrained in depth
compared to a longer discussion, which is a key limitation.
Additionally, this work may not fully generalize to ofine groups.
The seven-minute time limit makes the study less ecologically valid
for in-person juries, since trials typically take place over the course
of several days, with jurors spending hours at a time in a shared
deliberation room. Moreover, the richness of signals — both within
the deliberation room and for each case — are attenuated on an
online platform. Ofine jurors can raise their hands, write on slips
of paper, and whisper to the person next to them; lawyers can
accompany their cases with multimedia exhibits. These elements
were stripped down in our text-based platform.
Another limitation lies in the cases used for the study. We asked
participants to decide cases sourced from Reddit, which, while
representative of the types of disputes frequently resolved online,
are not representative of ofine civil or criminal jury cases.
We also made the assumption that only balanced cases would
be efective for testing consistency, since imbalanced cases would
have an “obvious” answer that would make most subjects consistent.
However, this assumption severely limited the diversity in our case
selection. Of the tens of thousands of threads that we scraped from
Reddit, only a small handful were balanced, and, ultimately, only
two pairs were both balanced and consistent. Future work should
replicate this study with a wider range of case pairs, including cases
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with content representative of the content moderation scenarios in
which online juries may be called serve.
Replication with a more diverse array of cases will also be useful
in noting how group and individual behavior patterns difer depending on the content of the cases. In our study, individual and group
consistency were nearly identical for Case 1, with a Chi-Squared
test returning � 2 = 0.019, � = 0.8912. In Case 2, however, groups
were actually substantially more consistent than individuals, with
a Chi-Squared test returning � 2 = 3.886, � = 0.049. These diferences indicate that the case content is a factor underlying group
consistency that should be explored further.
Additionally, our subjects knew that they were participating in
a study, and may have felt that their decisions have no real-world
consequences. This issue is, in fact, a known limitation of mock jury
studies, with previous research fnding that mock juries are sometimes harsher and sometimes more lenient than true juries [39].
We also recognize that, while our study resets social dynamics,
we do not erase the reasoning that participants used to decide each
case. Thus, cases could be decided consistently because the person
had already thought through a similar case. We note, however, that
the overall consistency rates are not extraordinarily high, so this
explanation appears unlikely.
Finally, this study reports the quantitative results of jury deliberation, primarily based on the concrete artifacts of deliberation —
verdicts and survey data. Future work should inductively explore
the qualitative data within the conversation transcripts, which may
reveal insights about the types of conversations and deliberation
styles that lead to greater consistency.

6

CONCLUSION

We conducted a feld experiment with 259 online juries to test
whether groups or individuals make more consistent decisions. Our
study found that groups and individuals are equally consistent.
Indeed, groups are a much stabler form of decision making than
voting, which results in nearly random judgments. Groups decisions are, in the words of one participant, “more rational and have
less volatility than individual judgments. Groups serve to moderate each other, quelling extremes and representing a common
consensus.” Although group consensus leads consistent judgments
overall, some group decisions can be overly simplistic — leading
members to quickly submit to the majority view with less thought.
Ultimately, this work expands our understanding of group decisionmaking processes, enriching our theories about and tempering our
expectations for the groups to which our society entrusts so much.
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Table 3: Consistency results from a pre-survey with � = 128.
These fnal two case pairs were the only two pairs that were
both consistent and balanced.
Case 1
Consistency for case pair
Consistency 95% CI

Case 2

68.2%
(0.594, 0.761)

65.1%
(0.562, 0.733)

Table 4: Balance results from a pre-survey with � = 128.
These fnal two case pairs were the only two pairs that were
both consistent and balanced.
Original Case
Case 1 Balance
Case 2 Balance

50.4%
44.5%

Reverse Case
41.4%
55.4%

A CASE PAIR STATISTICS
Table 3 and Table 4 show statistics for consistency and balance for
the four cases used for the study.
• Consistency for case pair = % of responses that ruled in favor
of the same party
• Balance = % of ‘yes’ responses for each case

B TEXT OF SURVEYS
This section presents the full text of surveys presented to participants throughout the study.

B.1 Pre-Round Survey
We just want to get a preliminary sense of what you think so far. Is
this person the ’asshole?’
• Yes
• No

B.2 In-Round Survey
Is this person the ’asshole?’
• Yes
• No

B.3 Post-Round Survey
How would you summarize the core dispute in this scenario, in
your own words?
• Text Box Entry
AFTER going through the task, we want to know your current
opinion as it stands: was this person the ’asshole?’
• Yes
• No
Please explain the reasoning behind your current opinion. Write
out all the reasons you have for your position, starting from the
most important and ending with the least important. Try to tell as
complete a story as possible.
• Text Box Entry
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B.4

Final Survey

If an individual sees a similar situation twice, do you think that
they will answer the same way about it?
• Yes
• No
What if the people are in a group? Would they answer the same
way about similar situations?
• Yes
• No
Which one do you think is likely to be more consistent (answering
the same way for similar situations)—individuals working alone, or
groups discussing together?
• Individuals will be more consistent
• Groups will be more consistent
Please explain the reasoning behind your choice above. Write out all
the reasons you have for your position, starting from the most important and ending with the least important. Try to tell as complete
a story as possible.
• Text Box Entry
How would you improve this task for the future?
• Text Box Entry

C

ANALYSIS OF DELIBERATION QUALITY

This section describes a post-hoc (unreviewed) analysis conducted
to evaluate the quality of deliberations in the study.

C.1

Methods

We asked 228 Mechanical Turk workers to rate the 356 transcripts
(each of the 178 trials analyzed had two group discussion transcripts). The workers were assigned to rate either 2 or 4 randomlyselected transcripts, with randomization evenly distributed across
all transcripts. We analyzed 788 total ratings; each transcript received a mean of 2.213 ratings and a median of 2 ratings. Finally,
the workers also rated an author-coded gold standard as a quality
control flter; participants were allowed to miss up to 3 out of 9
gold standard questions.
Questions for the coding schema, which are presented in the following section, were drawn from Black et al.’s coding of Wikipedia
deliberations [11]. Questions were worded to match the original
schema as closely as possible. For the purposes of this analysis,
however, we made two modifcations.
First, we eliminated the question about “identify[ing] a possible
solution,” as our task did not ask participants to identify any solutions. Therefore, this question was irrelevant to our study. Second,
we slightly modifed the wording of the “discussion of pros or cons”
question. The original scale assigned a value of 1 if it only raised
advantages of a proposal, a value of 2 if it only raised disadvantages,
and a value of 3 if it included discussion of both advantages and
disadvantages. Since participants in the study were not deliberating
a proposal, we revised the scale to assign a value of 1 if participants
discussed only one side of an issue and 2 if participants discussed
both sides of an issue. This adjustment kept the spirit of the original
scale, while adjusting it for the particular context of our task.
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C.2 Text of Deliberation Rating Survey
Please consider the following transcript of conversation from an
online discussion:
[Full text of conversation presented here.]
Now, please answer the 10 questions below with respect to the
conversation transcript. If the snippet contains the information
indicated in the question, please make that selection. Otherwise, if
the snippet does not contain the information requested, select the
option marked "0". Please note that not all snippets will contain all
of the information we ask for.
Let’s start with thinking about the analytical elements of this
conversation transcript.
Information
Please evaluate the extent to which the information in this transcript was relevant to the discussion topic.
• This transcript includes facts, stories, evidence, or otherwise
added information to the group discussion. (1)
• This transcript ofers no information. (0)
Values
Next, evaluate the extent to which participants in this transcript
commented on their values or values shared by the group.
• The participants not only comment on a value, but also link
that value to some aspect of the issue being discussed. (2)
• The participants make a values statement, but do not link
that stated value to the issue being discussed. (1)
• No values are explicitly commented on in the snippet. (0)
Weigh Pros/Cons
Next, please judge whether participants evaluate both sides of an
issue being discussed.
• The transcript contains evidence that participants evaluated
both sides of an issue. (2)
• The transcript contains evidence that participants only discussed one side of an issue. (1)
• The transcript does not provide evidence for discussing either side of an issue. (0)
Analytic
To conclude this frst part, please give your overall analytic assessment of this conversation transcript.
To what extent does this conversation demonstrate the following
qualities overall?
Participants create an information base, prioritize key values at
stake, weigh the arguments, and make the best decision possible.
•
•
•
•
•

Not at all
Rarely
Occasionally
Frequently
Constantly

Next, let’s consider the social elements of this conversation.
Clarifcation
Please determine the extent to which participants asked questions
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of each other (e.g., requested someone to clarify something or ask
for additional information).
• The transcript includes examples of participants asking questions of each other. (1)
• The transcript does not include any examples of participants
asking questions of each other. (0)
• The transcript includes questions, but did so in an obviously
antagonistic or sarcastic way. (-1)
Understanding
Next, please determine the extent to which participants in the
transcript demonstrate understanding of others’ viewpoints.
• The transcript explicitly demonstrates understanding. (1)
• The transcript contains no evidence demonstrating understanding. (0)
• The transcript demonstrates a lack of understanding. (-1)
Consideration
Next, please determine the extent to which the transcript demonstrates participants’ consideration of others’ viewpoints.
• The transcript contains explicit statements that demonstrate
consideration of others’ viewpoints. (1)
• The transcript contains no evidence of considering others’
viewpoints. (0)
• The transcript demonstrates a lack of consideration of others’
viewpoints. (-1)
Respect
Lastly, please measure the level of respect demonstrated in this
conversation transcript. NOTE: Please evaluate the level of respect
without regard to the use of the term "asshole;" as reminder, although this word is often considered rude in other contexts, this
was the name of the Reddit discussion board.
• The transcript includes some explicit evidence of respect. (1)
• The transcript includes no evidence of respect or disrespect.
(0)
• The transcript includes some explicit evidence of disrespect.
(-1)
Social
To conclude the second part, please give your overall social assessment of this conversation transcript. To what extent does this
conversation demonstrate the following qualities overall? Participants attempt to comprehend one another’s views, make eforts to
fully consider each other’s input, and demonstrate respect for each
other.
• Not at all
• Rarely
• Occasionally
• Frequently
• Constantly
Elaboration
As a fnal question, please refect on the overall quality of the
discussion. How would you describe the quality of this discussion,
in your own words? (Min 80 characters)

C.3

Results of Deliberation Quality Analysis

Table 5 displays the results of the deliberation quality ratings across
all 9 dimensions. The data indicate strong deliberation overall; in 7
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Table 5: Full results of the deliberation quality analysis, refecting N=788 total ratings across 356 transcripts.
Dimension
1. Information
2. Values
3. Weighing Pros/Cons
4. Social (Overall)
5. Clarifcation
6. Understanding
7. Consideration
8. Respect
9. Analytical (Overall)

Range

Median

�

�

0–1
0–2
0–2
1–5
-1–1
-1–1
-1–1
-1–1
1–5

1
2
2
4
1
1
1
1
4

0.891
1.637
1.746
3.594
0.542
0.737
0.747
0.641
3.676

0.312
0.611
0.503
0.882
0.596
0.548
0.534
0.608
0.881

of 9 dimensions, the median rating was the scale’s maximum value.
In the remaining two dimensions, Social (Overall), and Analytical
(Overall), the median rating was 4 out of 5 — thus refecting discussions that frequently embody high-quality social and analytical
characteristics.

D REDDIT CASE PAIRS
Case 1 and Case 2 are the original cases. We authored the reversed
versions. We changed and added personal details so as not to make
the cases identical. We also introduced deliberate typos and grammatical errors to make them seem like authentic Reddit cases, rather
than contrived examples.

D.1 Case 1
I live in an area in California that is mostly mexican and people
of other latin american descent. My wife is Guatemalan and so
is her family. Im a white guy and a self taught spanish speaker.
Many people in my wife’s family don’t speak english that well
and her mom doesn’t speak any other than a few phrases. She can
barely order food at a restaurant and can’t really do much without
a family member with her. Generally i speak with my wife’s family
in spanish. My wife’s mom sometimes calls me when she can’t get
ahold of other family members asking me to translate when she’s
doing basic errands or has some sort of issue with someone who
can’t speak spanish. It’s getting pretty annoying having to deal with
it so i told my mother in law that she needs to learn how to speak
english. I told her I’m sick of dealing with her shit because she can’t
speak english, she’s been here for 8 years she should be able to
speak english by now, in comparison i taught myself spanish and
portuguese within a year and russian in 2 without even living in
the countries that speak them. This honestly shouldn’t be that hard.
I gave her sources that i’ve used, duolingo, mango and provided
dictionaries. I’ve even told her about ESL classes she can take.
Many people in my family are upset with what i said. They said
what i did was incredibly disrpesectful and that I’m faunting my
white privlege by doing this shit and I’m acting racist. Somehow
telling someone you should learn the language of the country you
live in is racist. They went on about how I’m a racist trump supporter and whatever. Nobody in my family is on my side on this
issue not even my wife and I’m wondering where i went wrong.
I was incredibly polite to my mother in law and i explained that
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i’d help her along the way but she needs to become independent. I
love her and my family they’re all decent people but she needs to
learn to speak english as do the rest of the family.
EDIT: i am aware that the US does not have an ofcial language,
stop pointing that out everyone fucking knows that. I’d also like
to rephrase something, when explaining the situation to my MIL i
didn’t tell her “I’m sick of dealing with your shit” i told her that it’s
getting frustrating that I’m being used as a translator at random
parts throughout the day and i want you to be independent and be
able to do what you need to do without one of us as a translator in
a really polite and respectful tone

D.2

Case 1 Reverse

I immigrated to the U.S. from El Salvador when I was 15. Spanish
is my frst language, and my family lives in a mostly Latinx part
of California. I’m the oldest child and have always lived with the
immigrant mentality that I should be the one to blaze the path
and put my family frst. This is especially true since my parents
speak very limited English, and I have had to help them translate
everything from menus to legal documents my whole life.
A few years ago I married a caucasian guy who has learned
Spanish in school. We make fun of him for being gringo but he has
also been incredibly helpful in bridging cultural gaps.
Currently I’m working full-time while also going back to school
for my Master’s. So when my mom calls for translation-related
stuf, I pass it onto my husband, since he also speaks Spanish and
currently has more free time. After a while she’s basically just
started calling him directly whenever she has a problem.
My husband has gotten increasingly irritated and says I’m TA for
expecting him to translate for my parents and put his life on hold
whenever my mom calls. But he’s married me, so my mom is his
family too, and he should be able to step up to the plate and help out.
My husband says that my parents should have just learned English
on their own, that there’s resources like duolingo or rosetta stone.
But that’s such a ridiculous an privileged assumption — America is
a country of immigrants. My parents have been working hard to
make it in this country their whole lives, they don’t need this shit
on top of that and now is the time that we should be taking care
of them. I don’t see how he can’t spend like 10 minutes of his time
every once in a while to help out; isn’t that the respectful thing to
do?
so tl;dr: AITA for making my husband translate stuf for my
mom?

D.3

Case 2

My son(25) and his partner(20) are staying at my house for a week.
My son’s partner is French, but he can speak English, he just has
an accent. Since he got there he has said few sentences in English.
He mainly talks French.
Yesterday we were all in living room, they started talking, French
of course. I stopped them and nicely told them that I fnd it disrespectful that they’re speaking language I don’t understand and
excluding me from conversation. They both stopped talking, my
son’s husband went upstairs pretty soon after that. My son told me
that I was making big deal out of nothing and making everyone
feel awkward.
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D.4 Case 2 Reverse
I’m American (25M) and recently married a German guy (23M). We
now live part-time in Germany and part-time in the U.S.
We’re currently staying at my mother’s house for the weekend,
and she’s been gracious enough to host us and provide us meals.
It’s been nice seeing family again.
Though my husband speaks English he can be shy about it — he
says he hates that he sometimes doesn’t know the right words. And
for me in particular he just prefers German. So we almost always
speak German to each other.
This now poses a dilemma for me becuase we’re now at my
mother’s house. It means I have to choose between including my
mother in the conversation or making my husband comfortable. I
chose the latter, but this means that over the weekend I’ve talked
mostly in German.
My mom says I’m the asshole for not including her, that it’s
disrepectful and she wants to be caught up to my life after I been
away for so long. I think the language I speak is my own choice, and
it was also my decision to make sure my husband feels comfortable
here. AITA

